Mt Crawford
- Landmark headland in Wellington Harbour
- Vegetation cover on summit and escarpment below the ridgetop contributes to undeveloped landmark character

Orongo Ridge
- Landmark headland on South Coast at harbour entrance
- Regenerating vegetation contributes to coastal character

South Headland Reserve
- Landmark headland on South Coast
- Regenerating vegetation contributes to rugged coastal character

Mt Victoria/Mt Albert Ridge
- Prominent skylines and forested backdrop to central city and adjacent suburbs
- Landmarks: Mt Victoria, Mt Albert

Wrights Hill
- Landmark flat-topped hill
- Prominent skyline feature and green backdrop seen from central city and western suburbs
- Native forest and regenerating vegetation developing on flanks and parts of summit

Te Wharangi Ridge (southeast side)
- Prominent skylines and green backdrop seen from central city and western suburbs
- Landmarks: Johnston Hill and Makara Peak
- Consistent pattern of pasture-covered summit land above forested or revegetating flanks

Te Kopahau Ridge
- Prominent skyline and hill backdrop seen from adjacent suburbs
- Landmarks: Mt Victoria, Mt Albert
- Pattern of vegetation regenerating on retired grazing land.

Te Wharangi Ridge
- Prominent skylines and green backdrop seen from central city and western suburbs
- Landmarks: Johnston Hill and Makara Peak
- Consistent pattern of pasture-covered summit land above forested or revegetating flanks

High visibility within district
High visibility within communities
Identified ridgeline / hilltop

The main visual values for each ridgetop or hilltop are summarised on these maps. For more information, including the natural, heritage and recreation values, see Wellington’s Ridgetops and Hilltops, the Natural and Amenity Values, 2001.